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Abstract

This study illuminates the sunny side of stock market dynamics by investigating the perplexing 
relationship between solar power generation in Sweden and the stock price of Amazon.com (AMZN). 
While some may think this correlation is as improbable as finding a sunbathing polar bear, our research 
transcends traditional boundaries to shed light on this unexpected link. Leveraging data from Energy 
Information Administration and LSEG Analytics (Refinitiv), we conducted a comprehensive analysis 
covering the period from 2002 to 2021. Our results reveal a striking correlation coefficient of 0.9851334 
and p < 0.01, signaling a remarkably strong statistical association. This discovery touches upon a plethora
of pun-worthy revelations, shedding light on the interconnected radiation of solar energy and the market 
radiance of Amazon's stock. Our findings not only provide insight into the solar-powered upward trajectory
of Amazon's stock but also highlight the sun's capacity to shine on the financial landscape in unexpected 
ways. So, grab your shades and get ready for a radiant journey through the solar swirls and stock market 
shenanigans!
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1. Introduction

Harnessing the power of the sun has long
been a goal of both environmentalists and
savvy investors.  In recent  years,  the solar
energy  industry  has  been in  the spotlight,
basking  in  the  warmth  of  technological
advancements  and  environmental
consciousness.  Meanwhile,  the  stock
market has always been a captivating arena
where  numerous  forces,  some  as
mysterious as the sun's albedo, converge to

shape  the  unpredictable  dance  of  stock
prices.  It  is  in  this  captivating  overlap  of
solar  power  and stock market  movements
that we begin our exploration.

Solar power is undoubtedly an illuminating
force in  the global energy landscape,  with
Sweden emerging as  a bright  spot  in  this
radiant revolution. Known for its innovation
in  renewable  energy,  Sweden's  foray  into
solar  power  generation  has  been  nothing
short of stellar. The sun-seeking sensibilities
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of Sweden have propelled it to be one of the
unexpected tropical hotspots of solar energy
adoption,  drawing  attention  from  both
environmentalists  and  numbers-savvy
analysts  alike.  As  we  delve  into  the
statistical rays of solar power generation in
this Nordic powerhouse, we cannot help but
appreciate  the  irony  of  the  land  of  the
midnight sun becoming a reservoir of solar
energy abundance.

On the other side of this solar equation, we
find  the  shining  star  of  e-commerce,
Amazon.com. A titan in the world of online
retail,  Amazon’s  stock  performance  has
been  as  mercurial  as  solar  flares  on  a
summer’s  day.  From the  cozy  glow  of  its
humble beginnings to the blazing beacon of
success that it is today, Amazon's stock has
mesmerized  investors  and  analysts  alike.
The  interplay  of  market  dynamics,
consumer behavior, and the enigma of Jeff
Bezos' bald head has made Amazon's stock
price a tantalizing puzzle for researchers to
explore.

In the midst of these formidable forces – the
radiant  Swedish  solar  power  and  the
luminous Amazon stock – lies a perplexing
question:  could  there  be  a  connection
between  the  two?  This  research  aims  to
untangle the intertwined rays of solar power
and  the  meteoric  rise  of  Amazon's  stock
price, shedding light on a correlation that is
as unexpected as  finding a solar-powered
ice cream truck in the Arctic Circle.

As  we  embark  on  this  journey,  we
acknowledge  the  skeptics  who  might  find
this connection as plausible as a hedgehog
doing celestial navigation. However, armed
with the power of statistical analysis and a
sprinkle  of  good  humor,  we  set  out  to
explore this uncharted terrain and bring to
light  the  surprising  relationship  between
solar power generation in Sweden and the
stock price of Amazon.com. So, fasten your
seatbelts and don your solar shades, for we
are  about  to  embark  on  a  research
adventure that promises to be sunnier than

the  stock  market  forecast  on  a  cloudless
day.

2. Literature Review

The  perplexing  relationship  between  solar
power generation in Sweden and the stock
price  of  Amazon.com  (AMZN)  has
captivated researchers and investors alike,
inviting  exploration  into  this  unexpected
correlation  that  is  as  elusive  as  a  solar
eclipse on a cloudy day.  To illuminate this
intriguing connection, we delve into an array
of scholarly works and texts that scrutinize
the solar-powered enigma and the radiance
of  Amazon's  stock  through  lenses  as
diverse as a solar spectrum.

Smith and Doe (2017) lay the foundation for
our  inquiry  by  analyzing  the  economic
impact  of  solar  power  adoption  in
Scandinavian countries. Their findings shed
light on the systemic transformation brought
about by solar energy, but the connection to
stock market  dynamics remains as  cryptic
as  a  sunspot's  dance.  In  a  similar  vein,
Jones  et  al.  (2020)  investigate  the
behavioral  shifts  in  consumer  spending
patterns  following  the  expansion  of  solar
power  infrastructure.  While  their  insights
provide  a  glimpse  into  the  illumination  of
market forces, the correlation with Amazon's
stock price remains shrouded in solar flare-
induced uncertainty.

Turning  to  more  mainstream  literary
sources, "The Grid" by Gretchen Bakke and
"This Changes Everything" by Naomi Klein
offer  poignant  reflections  on  the  societal
impact  of  renewable  energy  adoption.
However, they both blushingly admit that the
correlation between solar energy in Sweden
and the stock price of Amazon.com leaves
them as bewildered as a squirrel in a solar
panel maze.

Venturing  into  the  realm  of  speculative
fiction, "Solaris" by Stanislaw Lem and "The
Three-Body Problem" by Liu Cixin present
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compelling  narratives  featuring  cosmic
phenomena  and  scientific  puzzles.  While
these  works  delve  into  otherworldly
mysteries,  the  interstellar  connection
between  Swedish  solar  power  and
Amazon's stock price remains as distant as
a comet in the Kuiper Belt.

In the realm of board games, "Power Grid"
and "Stockpile"  offer  playful  simulations  of
energy logistics and stock trading. However,
their  entertaining  gameplay  fails  to  shed
light  on  the  shadowy  correlation  between
solar power in Sweden and the exuberance
of  Amazon's  stock  price,  leaving
researchers to navigate this enigma with as
much uncertainty as a penguin in a solar-
powered submarine.

As we navigate through these scholarly and
lighthearted  sources,  it  becomes  evident
that the association between Swedish solar
power  and  Amazon's  stock  price  eludes
straightforward  explanation,  akin  to  a
sunbeam  bouncing  off  a  funhouse  mirror.
Nevertheless,  our  investigation  aims  to
unravel this enigmatic connection, shining a
light on a correlation that is as surprising as
finding  a  solar-powered  snow  machine  in
the Sahara desert. So, let us embark on this
radiant research journey, ready to confront
the  unexpected  and  embrace  the
unexpected twists and turns that await us in
the  solar  swirls  and  stock  market
rollercoaster.

3. Our approach & methods

To  investigate  the  radiant  relationship
between solar power generated in Sweden
and the stock price of Amazon.com (AMZN),
our  research  team  embarked  on  an
empirical journey that was as illuminating as
a  supernova  in  a  dark  sky.  We  collected
data  from  various  sources,  including  the
Energy  Information  Administration  and  the
ever-shining  LSEG  Analytics  (Refinitiv),
spanning a period from 2002 to 2021. Our
data  collection  process  resembled  a  solar

eclipse,  requiring  meticulous  attention  to
detail and careful alignment of variables to
ensure  the  validity  and  reliability  of  our
findings.

Firstly,  we  harnessed  the  power  of
econometric models to capture the empirical
nuances of this radiant relationship. Utilizing
a time series analysis, we carefully curated
data  on  the  solar  energy  generation  in
Sweden, taking into account the fluctuations
in sunbeams and photovoltaic panels. Like
enthusiastic  astronomers  tracking  celestial
bodies,  we  closely  monitored  the  solar
power data, ensuring that we captured the
full spectrum of its radiant influence.

In parallel,  we delved into the labyrinthine
world of stock market data, focusing on the
ebbs  and  flows  of  Amazon's  stock  price.
Much like charting the trajectory of a comet,
we  meticulously  charted  the  historical
movements of AMZN stock, from its humble
origins to its meteoric rise, accounting for all
the  cosmic  influences  that  could  affect  its
luminous journey.

Once we had amassed our solar and stock
data,  we  employed  a  captivating  array  of
statistical techniques that would make even
the most stoic researcher crack a smile. Our
analysis  included  the  application  of
correlation and regression models,  akin to
unraveling  the  elegant  dance  of  celestial
bodies in the night sky. With these tools, we
were  able  to  quantify  the  extent  and
strength  of  the  relationship  between  solar
power generation in Sweden and Amazon's
stock price, elucidating the intricate interplay
between these seemingly disparate forces.

Furthermore,  we  conducted  robustness
checks  and  sensitivity  analyses  to  ensure
that  our  findings  were  as  sturdy  as  the
sturdiest  solar  panel,  accounting  for
potential  confounding  factors  and  external
influences.  This  process  involved
scrutinizing  various  factors  that  could
potentially  cloud our  results,  ensuring that
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the illumination from our findings remained
clear and unobstructed.

Lastly, in the spirit of scientific transparency,
we subjected our data to rigorous diagnostic
tests, akin to placing a telescope under the
scrutiny of the harshest cosmic conditions.
This served to validate the reliability of our
models  and ensure that  our  results  would
shine as brightly as the sun on a cloudless
day.

In summary, our methodology encapsulated
the  joyful  pursuit  of  scientific  inquiry,
blending statistical analyses with a touch of
whimsy,  to  shed  light  on  the  radiant
correlation between solar power in Sweden
and  the  stock  price  of  Amazon.com.
Through  a  careful  orchestration  of  data
collection,  econometric  modeling,  and
rigorous  diagnostic  checks,  our
methodology was as robust and lively as a
solar  flare,  encapsulating  the  sheer
brilliance of our research endeavor.

4. Results

The statistical analysis of the data collected
from 2002 to 2021 revealed a solar system
of  correlations  between  solar  power
generation in Sweden and the stock price of
Amazon.com  (AMZN).  The  correlation
coefficient  of  0.9851334  indicated  a
strikingly  strong  positive  relationship
between  these  two  seemingly  unrelated
phenomena. This correlation glows as bright
as a solar flare, illuminating the unexpected
interconnection  between  solar  energy  and
the market radiance of Amazon's stock. The
r-squared  value  of  0.9704877  further
confirmed  the  robustness  of  this
association,  suggesting  that  approximately
97.05% of the variability in Amazon's stock
price can be explained by the variability in
solar power generation in Sweden. 

The p-value being less than 0.01 provides
overwhelming  evidence  against  the  null
hypothesis of no relationship, signaling that

this  solar-powered  bond  with  Amazon's
stock price is not just a flash in the pan, but
a  statistically  significant  phenomenon.  It's
as  if  the  sun decided to invest  its  radiant
energy in Amazon stock and that bet paid
off like a solar jackpot.

The  Figure  1  scatterplot  depicted  a  clear
pattern  resembling  the  celestial  dance  of
planets,  demonstrating  the  tight  embrace
between solar power generation in Sweden
and  Amazon's  stock  price.  This  visual
representation  added  a  colorful  dimension
to the correlation, painting a vivid picture of
the solar-powered ascent of Amazon's stock
on the canvas of statistical analysis.

Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

The findings reveal an unexpected synergy
between  the  solar-powered  effervescence
of  Sweden  and  the  market  magnetism  of
Amazon's  stock.  This  discovery  not  only
sheds  light  on  the  solar-powered  upward
trajectory  of  Amazon's  stock  but  also
elucidates the sun's capacity to shine on the
financial  landscape  in  unexpected  and
delightful ways. It's as if the solar panels in
Sweden were directly beaming their energy
into  Amazon's  stock,  propelling  it  to  new
heights, much like a superhero powered by
solar photons.

In conclusion, the connection between solar
power generated in Sweden and Amazon's
stock price goes beyond a mere statistical
phenomenon;  it  resonates  with  cosmic
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energy, transcending traditional boundaries
and shedding light on the enigmatic dance
of solar power and stock market dynamics.
So, let's raise our glasses and toast to this
solar swirl of stock market shenanigans, for
it  has  certainly  brightened  our
understanding  of  the  interconnected
universe of solar energy and stock prices!

5. Discussion

Our findings have uncovered an unexpected
solar synergy between the luminous power
generated  in  Sweden  and  the  financial
radiance of Amazon.com's stock, illustrating
a  correlation  as  conspicuous  as  a
supernova  in  the  night  sky.  The statistical
rigidity  of  our  results  aligns  with  previous
research  in  unexpected  ways,  as  if  we
stumbled upon a solar-powered trail leading
to the Amazonian stock market bonanza.

The  insights  offered  by  Smith  and  Doe
(2017)  on  the  economic  ramifications  of
solar  adoption  in  Scandinavia  find
resonance  in  our  study,  akin  to  parallel
paths of solar irradiance and stock market
brilliance.  It's  as  though the sun's  energy,
harnessed in  Sweden, has cascaded onto
the  global  financial  terrain,  illuminating
Amazon's  stock  in  an  undeniably  positive
manner.  It's  like  watching  a  solar  eclipse
over Wall Street, where the shadow of the
moon  transforms  into  a  radiant  uptick  in
stock prices.

Similarly, the behavioral shifts in consumer
spending patterns investigated by Jones et
al. (2020) offer a metaphorical solar sail for
Amazon's  stock,  catching  the  solar  wind
emanating  from  Sweden's  energy
infrastructure and propelling the company's
market  ascension.  One  could  picture  Jeff
Bezos  riding  a  solar-powered  surfboard,
riding the waves of  financial  success with
Sweden's  solar  energy  as  his  invisible
guiding force.

Inspired by the anthropological and societal
reflections  presented  in  "The  Grid"  by
Gretchen  Bakke  and  "This  Changes
Everything"  by  Naomi  Klein,  our  study's
unexpected correlation shines as bright as a
solar-powered  skyscraper,  reaching
unprecedented  heights  and  casting  a
shadow on traditional market dynamics. The
solar radiance from Sweden seems to have
seeped  into  Amazon's  stock  market
performance like sunlight through a window,
invigorating the company's financial growth
in a manner reminiscent of a plant basking
in the sun's nurturing glow.

If  we  were  to  compare  our  findings  to  a
speculative fiction narrative, it would be as if
we stumbled upon a cosmic nexus between
solar  energy  and  stock  market  success,
much like stumbling upon an alien artifact in
a  sci-fi  adventure.  The  interstellar
connection discovered in our study displays
an  intergalactic  magnitude  of  statistical
significance,  defying  conventional
explanations  and  spiraling  into  the  starlit
abyss of financial analytics.

In the realm of board games, "Power Grid"
and "Stockpile" might whimsically represent
the  solar-powered  energy  logistics  of
Sweden's solar panels, transferring their chi
into the game pieces that depict Amazon's
stock.  As  the  solar-powered  pawns  move
across the board, they carry the underlying
force of the sun's energy, subtly driving the
stock  price  to  uncharted  territories  like  a
solar-powered locomotive on a stock market
track.

In summary, our investigation has shed light
on  a  connection  that,  much  like  the
unpredictable flight path of a solar-powered
airplane,  defies  conventional  wisdom  and
takes us on an unexpected journey through
the  solar  swirls  and  stock  market
rollercoaster. The solar beams from Sweden
have cast their warming glow on Amazon's
stock,  creating  an  unforeseen  alliance
between  celestial  energy  and  financial
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market dynamics, akin to the alignment of
planets in a cosmic ballet.

Now, let's raise our telescopes and toast to
this  solar-powered  revelation,  for  it  has
illuminated  the  interconnected  universe  of
solar  energy  and  stock  prices  with  a
brilliance as resplendent as a solar-powered
firework on a starry night.

6. Conclusion

In conclusion, our research has uncovered
a  solar-powered  symphony  between
Sweden's  sunbeams  and  the  ascending
trajectory  of  Amazon's  stock  price.  The
statistically significant correlation coefficient
of 0.9851334 has illuminated an unexpected
connection  that  shines  as  radiantly  as  a
solar  flare.  It  seems that  the  sun's  stellar
energy  has  found  its  way  into  the  stock
market cosmos, adding a celestial glow to
the market radiance of Amazon's stock. This
discovery not only sheds light on the solar-
powered  upward  trajectory  of  Amazon's
stock but also highlights the sun's capacity
to  shine  on  the  financial  landscape  in
unexpected and delightful ways.

The statistical  evidence,  with a  p-value of
less than 0.01,  leaves no room to eclipse
the significance of this solar-powered bond.
It's as if the sun decided to invest its radiant
energy in Amazon stock and that bet paid
off like a solar jackpot. Thus, we can firmly
conclude  that  there  is  indeed  a  solar-
powered  connection  that  transcends
traditional  boundaries  and  illuminates  the
enigmatic dance of  solar  power and stock
market  dynamics.  The  solar  panels  in
Sweden  are  figuratively  beaming  their
energy into Amazon's stock, propelling it to
new heights  like  a  superhero  powered  by
solar photons.

In light  of  these findings,  it's  clear that  no
more research is needed in this area. This
solar-powered  connection  has  been
unveiled, and it's time for us to bask in the

glow  of  this  enlightening  discovery.  Let's
raise our glasses to the solar swirl of stock
market  shenanigans,  for  it  has  certainly
brightened  our  understanding  of  the
interconnected universe of solar energy and
stock prices!
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